If we look at our lives as a bell-shaped curve with pure organization on one end and total chaos on the other, we realize that most of us fall at the midpoint. Yet I believe most of us yearn to be skewed a bit toward the organized end.
I am usually fairly productive until Thanksgiving but from then until January first, I should just admit that not much will be accomplished. During this time, I always feel that it is important to "improve" and get ready for next year by changing the ways of things I do. I still cling to the myth that if my office were well organized, my bookshelves aligned, and my computer files recoverable that I would be more creative and productive in my everyday life and medical practice.
When I am with someone who pulls out their Palm Pilot and checks their schedule for August 2003, I am in awe. But then a zap of realization hits and I ask myself parking lot. "Vehicle voyeurism" is done by viewing the how much time it would take to program that device and contents of various automobiles parked where I work. what other non-organized, messy things could I do
The outside of a car may be pristine, but I know that the instead. I know that I have a tendency to lose cell-inside holds a trove of information as to the inner life of phones and beepers, so if my entire life were organized the owner. Academically bent individuals who are trying into a small plastic box I would be a goner when it dis-to multitask have audiotapes strewn on the passenger's appeared.
seat, the back seat, and coffee holder. The presence of Ocassionally I will develop fits of organizational mania medical files and x-ray folders stacked on the back seat and spend half a day purging old files, realigning piles and floor gives one a perspective that the owner of the of things to do, and filing disorganized papers. After this vechicle is stressed out, overworked, unorganized or all chaos has been moved toward order I have a warm of the above. The presence of empty Starbucks cups feeling of being in control. This usually lasts a week or intermingled with doughnut-stained napkins and an less, because I end up looking for a specific item or occasional McDonald's wrapper gives insight into the paper which I can't find because I have organized too dietary preferences of the owner. The presence of a thouroghly.
baby seat in the back mixed with medical journals, chll-No matter how your life is put together, you always dren's books, and a grocery list give insight to the fact know someone better organized than you. When relat-that there is a great deal of activity going on in the lives ing to these people I may suffer from "organizational-of the people in charge of this car. As a grandfather, I compulsive envy." Often when I walk into the offices of am reminded of the tremendous balancing act which these people I'm aghast at the sense of alignment, ver-young parents must do to survive each day. ticality, pristineness, and sterility. It is a sterility which
The driver of this car is obviously a young mother or shocks me most since I always wonder how anything father who is working an active medical practice and can be going on when so much energy is put into focusing on all the integral parts of her or his life. I am straightening and organizing things. most suspicious of a car which looks like it just came To counteract my feelings of envy and to support my from the detailing specialist showing no evidence of soil sense that I operate somewhere between chaos and or disarray. order, I often I play game called "vehicle voyeurism." A "The mind is repelled by too much randomness and particularly fertile place for this dalliance is the doctors' stifled by too much order" says Professor of Physics and Astronomy Chet Raymo. He has told us that creativity can only occur when there's a balance between fluid and firm. Somewhere in between perfect order and perfect chaos, he notes, the mind is most at ease. This bit of information was an epiphany for me because it allowed me to accept without guilt or feelings of Germanic insufficiency that there will be disheveled parts of my life but the things that matter will be pristine, ordered, and well aligned. Everyone must come to grips with their inherent level of organization and disorganization, not letting the desire to move to a more ordered life get in the way of creativity and productivity. Someday I'm going to get organized. Until then, I will float blissfully in my personal mix of order and chaos.
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